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Many of what we think of as the "bluest" states weren't always that way: Vermont, California,
even Hawaii began the post-civil rights era very competitive, and New Hampshire was an
outright red state. Meanwhile, in the realm of the fastest downward slopes, West Virginia
started out blue (although George McGovern managed to bomb even there in 1972), while
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Cuccinelli also has another ad of his own , featuring Dinwiddie County Commonwealth's
Attorney Lisa Caruso praising him for "keeping our children safe" as soft music plays. It seems
like a pretty obvious play for women voters, a demographic Cuccinelli has fared very poorly
with this campaign.

House :

• CA-21 : Former congressional staffer Amanda Renteria, whom Nathan Gonzales said was
considering a run  against GOP Rep. David Valadao just the other week, officially launched
her campaign  over the weekend. Renteria has never sought office before, but she'd be a
definite upgrade over the Some Dude-ish character Democrats got stuck with last cycle in this
55 percent Obama district.

Other Races :

• NJ Legislature : New Jersey Republicans are hoping that Chris Christie's big lead in the polls
will translate to GOP pickups in the state legislature, but a new Stockton College poll
indicates they'll need to work for it. In the state's historically Republican 1st Legislative
District, incumbent Democratic Sen. Jeff Van Drew easily leads his Republican opponent, Susan
Adelizzi-Schmidt, 62 to 29 percent despite Christie's 60-28 performance at the top of the
ticket.

The Assembly contest in the district is a lot closer, though. Democratic Assemblymen Nelson
Albano and Bob Andrzejczak take 24 and 21 percent respectively, while Republicans Sam
Fiocchi and Kristine Gabor are each at 17. (In New Jersey, all candidates run together, and
the two with the most votes become the district's two assemblymembers.)

Our preliminary calculations say Obama won this district 53-46 in 2012, so if the GOP wants
to make real gains, this seat is exactly the sort of place they need to do well. It's worth noting
that a similar Stockton poll  from this time in 2011 painted a more optimistic picture for the
Democrats than what happened  in November, so things very well could change here. (Darth
Jeff)
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* [new]  Tip Jar  

Get the Daily Kos Elections Digest in your inbox every weekday. Sign up here .
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* [new]  Senate Dems "done" w. Baucus  

NY-9/NJ-10; Russians can give you arms but only the United States can give you

a solution. -- Anwar Sadat
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* [new]  He burned his bridges over Obamacare  

"What do you mean "conspiracy"? Does that mean it's someone's imaginings and

that the actual polls hovered right around the result?" - petral

by conspiracy  on Mon Sep 30, 2013 at 05:27:24 AM PDT
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* [new]  Justice Department sues NC  

"When dealing with terrorism, civil and human rights are not applicable."

Egyptian military spokesman.

by Paleo  on Mon Sep 30, 2013 at 05:35:33 AM PDT
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http://www.nationaljournal.com/...

Let jus hope we get a betta Dem n hold this seat.

I'd quite like to see him hold the seat because it probably goes Republican. The

problem has always been his power beyond being a single vote on the floor.

Unfortunately you can't have one without the other.

over voting laws.
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* [new]  Blame game  

"What do you mean "conspiracy"? Does that mean it's someone's imaginings and

that the actual polls hovered right around the result?" - petral
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* [new]  "He voted to shut down the US government, 

Dick Cheney 2/14/10: "I was a big supporter of waterboarding" . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . UID: 8519

by Bob Love  on Mon Sep 30, 2013 at 05:51:40 AM PDT

* [new]  At least we are talking democracy  

"What do you mean "conspiracy"? Does that mean it's someone's imaginings and

that the actual polls hovered right around the result?" - petral
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[ Parent  ]

* [new]  The other Bachus is retiring  

"What do you mean "conspiracy"? Does that mean it's someone's imaginings and

that the actual polls hovered right around the result?" - petral
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* [new]  Given his district  

by IndianaProgressive  on Mon Sep 30, 2013 at 06:01:08 AM PDT

[ Parent  ]

* [new]  Video from Virginia  

Please follow Blue Virginia  on Facebook  and Twitter !

by lowkell  on Mon Sep 30, 2013 at 06:03:20 AM PDT

46-36% GOP-Obama responsible for government shutdown while 13% blame

both.

49-47% responsible adult-spoiled child for the president. 58% say congressional

Democrats are acting like spoiled children, 69% for the GOP in Congress.

"Six in 10 questioned in the CNN survey say that it is more important for
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* [new]  If he is such a champion, why did he miss  
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[ Parent  ]

* [new]  Vermont was not "Very Competitive"  

by charliehall2  on Mon Sep 30, 2013 at 08:34:03 AM PDT

* [new]  And Patrick Leahy is still the only Democrat  

by charliehall2  on Mon Sep 30, 2013 at 08:34:25 AM PDT

[ Parent  ]

In 2011 the average legislative session days missed by a state Senator were 4.5.

 Leach missed 9 days. In 2012 the average days missed were 3.6 days.  Leach

missed 13 days.  In 2013, the average days missed were 2.6 days.  Leach

missed 13 days.

With the Phila Inquirer focusing on this "problem" and abuse in the state Senate,

I assume there is no way the largest newspaper will now endorse Leach over his

3 primary opponents in PA-13, something I had hoped (based on his record) the

Phila Inquirer would do.

An even worse state Senator absentee, LeAnna Washington, endorsed PA-13

candidate Marjorie Margolies, so Margolies could be limited in making use of

Leach's absence record.

In the state Senate, a full time job paying at least $83,802 annually (plus certain

adders such as per diem), a senator who is absent from Harrisburg and not

physically in the state capitol can still be recorded as "present" and can have his

or her vote counted on bills!  They can apply for "legislative leave", to be

elsewhere "performing a legislative duty outside of the Harrisburg area" -

something the Inquirer claims is abused by Senators.  For Leach's 13 absences

(out of 50 legislative days so far this year), almost half were for "leglislative

leave".

Leach was absent from Harrisburg for key votes on Medicaid expansion and the

Philadelphia schools grant.

The state House has a different rule than the state Senate.  House members

have to be actually in the House chamber to be "present".  One assumes that

state Rep Brendan Boyle will contrast his attendance with state Sen Daylin Leach

in his handouts when going door to door among the row homes of Northeast

Philadelphia, the half of the PA-13 District where Boyle lives (his 3 opponents are

from the other half of the District, in leafy suburban Montgomery County).

"Half the battle is showing up, the adage goes.  But it's not one a handful of

legislators from Philadelphia and its suburbs have taken to heart.  A review of

records since 2011 shows several of the region's lawmakers are routinely absent

on voting days.  ...  Sen. Daylin Leach (D., Montgomery) has skipped a quarter of

this year's voting days."

Will this be fatal?  Of course not.  Not by itself.  But it is an easy charge for his

opponents to make against progressive champion Leach - "The rest of us have to
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